PSA RAPS for Pronto Xi ERP Software
Streamlined purchase requisition management for added control.

BUILT IN PURCHASE REQUISITION
MANAGEMENT FOR PRONTO XI

Purchase approvals that are structured, yet ﬂexible.
PSA RAPS, Requisition Approval and Processing Suite manages the purchase requisition process in Pronto Xi ERP Software. RAPS allows
organizations to deﬁne a complex approval hierarchy to match their organization without limits on the roles people can play in the
process. Purchase requistions pass through multiple customized levels of approvals to ensure visibility of expenses by all relevant parties.
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An element of approval that is commonly overlooked is the process of reviewing purchases against budgets at the time of approval. RAPS
Review purchases against budgets at the time of approval. With a single click, budgets by period, year to date and full year budget
removes the laborious task of manually validating expenses to budgets by providing period, year to date and full year budget comparison
comparison are available at the line level of a requisition to ensure approvals are within budget and validated for approval.
at the line level of a requisition to ensure approvals are within budget and suitable for approval.
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For every RAPS required action or status change email notiﬁcations are sent to users with full requisition details. Users are alerted to key
With quick implementation and signiﬁcant increases in productivity, accuracy and visibility to Accounts Payable functions, PSA AIR delivers
developments such as acknowledgements, approval requests, rejections, re-submissions and ﬁnal receipt of the order directly from their email
immediate ROI.
inbox.

Tighter control on costs and budgets.
Enhanced spending visibility provides RAPS users with tight control on costs and budgets. With a single click from the approval screen,
approvers can check budget status to ensure expenditures are inline with set limits. A full audit trail also keeps approvers in check to ensure
that requisitions are appropriately approved or rejected and that requisitions within the approval process progress forward.

Pronto Solutions Alliance Inc.

An endless amount of features that keeps growing.
With the help of our existing users, RAPS continually receives updates based on feedback and our own consulting team’s wishlists.
In addition to the features highlighted, RAPS boasts a mobile web-based user interface, purchase history keyword search, full
requistion visibility and audit trails, intelligent queues to guide users through the requisition process and much more.
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RAPS allows a requisition to go through a review by speciﬁc procurement oﬃcers before being routed through the requisition hierarchy to
Full approval on all picking slips can be added to the external requisition process to control the internal ﬂow of inventory.
prevent re-handling of requisitions once approved.
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An element of approval that is commonly overlooked is the process of reviewing purchases against budgets at the time of approval. RAPS
Delegation allows users to assign their approval roles and approval limits to other team members during an absence. The addition of time
removes the laborious task of manually validating expenses to budgets by providing period, year to date and full year budget comparison
limits on delegation also ensures that the assignment is automatically lifted at the end of the absentee date.
at the line level of a requisition to ensure approvals are within budget and suitable for approval.
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Pronto Solutions Alliance Inc. (PSA) helps business clients reach and
exceed their potential through implementation of Enterprise Resource
Planning software. We are the leading North American reseller of
Pronto Xi ERP Business Software.

In Canada:

Pronto Solutions Alliance Canada Inc.
310 Centre Street South,
Whitby, Ontario L1N 4V9

www.PSAinc.ca

In USA:

Pronto Solutions Alliance Inc.
80 South 8th Street, Suite 900
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402

